
18-Jan-2021_A Blue angel-Arcothon victory 

More from the “Seeds of David”: Arcothon 

 (On 18-FEB-2021 was going to type, but then wanted to paste in the last message he gave. Was on 

the 18th also!) 

 [Note: Last night when baby was waking and crying with pains, repeatedly, I kept hearing “Claim 
the keys of miracles.” So I did. I was holding him, and then I saw this blue light flash from the TV or 
computer monitor in the side of the room I was staying in, in that house. It was small, like you’d 
normally have a red or green light on some electrical piece of equipment to show it’s on. That size is 
what the blue light started as, but it flashed out real bright, several inches across and made me turn 
my head to see what it was.  

“What was that? I didn’t know that was on.” I thought. 

The screen wasn’t on, and the light came from the lower center of the right side of it. When I 
claimed the keys, that happened. And his pains stopped. I got then to have faith, and put him down 
in the bed again. And he was fine, and asleep soundly. And I got to show I had faith that the Lord had 
won, to have the faith to walk out of the room briefly to finally use the bathroom. And still he was 
fine! Thank You Jesus!] 

Here’s what I got when I prayed about it: 

 

(Arcothon speaking: )  

I flushed the disturber away. I fight with light. The blue means the supreme power of God. 
Remember, a little bit from God is a very very powerful thing.  

A seed of faith can move a mountain.  

A bit of light can clear a room. 

With powerful weaponry of the spirit, it only takes a small amount to do a lot of damage—if 
administered in powerful faith. 

A seed of light exploding, clears the air and brings the victory. 

--Yours, at your service. 

 

(Blue angel speaking: )  

I was with you last night, and gave you a flash of my eye to let you know the power of the Keys is 
with you.  

It’s hard to get through when things are going so well. Turn up the heat, and we show up well. 

 (Her name is: Angelina Azuluz—in English “Little angel blue light”; and her names goes perfectly 
with the event on that night.) 

 

 

 


